
Fit Your Lid: How to Choose a Helmet and Wear it Correctly 

1.  Try the helmet on: The helmet should feel tight, if it's not try a smaller size. 

2.  Check for proper fit: The helmet lining should fit snugly all around your head.  The 
top pad should press closely on the top of your head and in contact with your cheeks.  Slide 
your fingers up between your forehead and the helmet lining, there should be no space 

3.  Test the Fit:  Put your hands on the front and back of the helmet and try to push the helmet forwards and 
backwards, now try to rotate the helmet from side to side.  If the helmet starts to come off in either direction, it is too big 
-try a smaller size. 

4.  Helmet Sizing: Not all helmets are created equal. You may find that a medium helmet made by one 
manufacturer will fit you differently than a medium helmet made by another manufacturer. Be sure to try several 
different brands before making your decision.  

5.  When to buy a new helmet: After any one impact- this includes any accident or if the helmet is dropped 
hard. Your helmet is designed to distribute the force of an impact over a wide area.  In an impact, the helmet’s impact 
absorbing liner becomes compacted.  Your helmet may look the same, but it will not provide protection.  Any helmet 
that experiences “impact” should be destroyed and replaced. It is recommended that you replace your helmet every 5 
years.  The helmet may not display any damage but the outer shell and inner linings may have worn out lessening the 
helmets effectiveness.  

6.  Safety is Key: Your helmet is the single most important piece of equipment you will wear on your motorcycle. 
 Always wear your helmet when you ride.  

 
 
 


